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I.. 012jectives

The objectives of the Los Angeles Model Mathematics Project,

hereafter referred to as LAMMP, were stated by the administration

of the project: (L. A. City Schools publication, April 12, 1967)

OBJECTIVES

To improve mathematical shills and understandings of mathe-
matical concepts

To improve the pupils' self-image

To identify specific assets and limitations relating to the
learning process

To develop and use special instructional materials and pro-
grams and to assess their values

To select and use appropriate commercially developed equip-
ment, instructional materials, and programs and to assess
their values.
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If. Pariicipvnl-s Experimcntol

A. Chortcteristics.-.----.-_-_-.-
1. The particippnts were 7th and 8th grade students.

The distribution of students by grade level is shown

in Table 1.

Table 1

Grade Levels of PafC.cipanis

Fall, 1967 Spring, 1968

Belvedere B7 A7 Total B7 A7 B8 Total

No. of classes 6 2 8 0 6 2 8

No. of students 115 37 152 0 111 37 148

Edison

No. of classes 6 0 6 2 4 0 6

No of students 88 0 88 40 75 0 115

Pacoima

No. of classes 6 2 8 0 6 2 8

No. of students 116 38 154 0 106 35 141

Fall, 1967

No. of students, all schools

B7 A7 B8 Total

319 75 - 394

Spring, 1968 40 292 72 404
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2. Tho distribution of participrits by sex is shown in

Table 2.

Table 2

Sex of Participants

School Fall,

Girls

1967

.

% Boys

Spring, 1968

% % Girls % Boys

BcJvederc 53 47 52 48

Edison 52 48 47 53

Pacoima 46 54 45 55

3. Thc distribution of participants by ethnic groups is

shown in Table 3.

-Table 3

Ethnic Groups Among Participants

School % Caucasian % Negro % Mexican-American % Other

Belvedere 2 2 95 1

Edison 0 95 5 0

Pacoima 58 2 39 1
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4. An estimate of tbo ability levels of participants

was available from intelligence quotients computed

from a fifth,grade administration of the California

Tes L of Mental Maturity. Information from this test

is summarized in Table 4.

Table 4

Mean I.Q. by School for Participants
on the California Test of Mental Maturity

(1957 Short Form)

Verbal Non-Verbal Total
School Mean Mean Mean

Belvedere 93.6 94.1 94.0

Edison 92.6 86.2 89.6

Pacoima 95.6 93.2 94.6
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L. Procedul-es used to select !,tudentf.. The target group for the

pregra:q was studirtnts of avge ability who were achieving in math-

eaiaticl- a year or more belol: grade level. The irocedures used to

select students for the program were dctermined by the counselor

consultant for the project and the he -,d counselor in each of the

three schools. The criteria used to identify eligible students

were described by the counselor consultant as follows:

I. Used test infornation CTMM and CAT scores from pupils'
1965 A5 evaluations.

2. An effort was made to consider current mid-term mathematic
grades.

3. Consideration was given to the fact that standardized
group tests do not always reflect these children's full
potential.

4. then current group IQ tests did not indicate average
ability, scores from individual tests or earlier non-
verbal tests were used.

5. Average intelligence was interpreted to be that which
represents average intelligence for that school.

6. When unusual score patterns were found, counselor and
teacher consultation was sought.

The procedures followed ill selecting students for the program

were reported as follows by the project counselor.

Edison Junior High _School The B7 students identified as
eligible were scheduled into classes of 40. The first day
of school an experimental and a comparison teacher "randomly"
divided each of these classes. The rate of attrition at this
school resulted in small experimental and large comparison
classes by the end of the first semester; new students were
scheduled into the comparison classes.

At the beginning of the second semester, the original six
experimental classes were "randomly" combined into four
classes and two new B7 classes of 40 were formed and divided
in the same manner as described above.

Pacoima Junior High School The students identified as eli-
gible were scheduled into six B7 and two A7 experimental
classes. Four comparison classes (three B7 and one A7) were
formed from among other students considered to have "average"
academic capability.
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The same experimcnti!l students were "randomly" reassigned to
experimental classes the second semester. A number of com-
parison students were assigned to "average" level math classes
not designated as comparison classes and their place filled
by other students considered to have average academic capa-
bility.

Belvedere Junior High School AG students identified as
eligible were randomly scheduled into experimental and com-
parison B7 classes by the head counselor. The A7 classes
were formed by the counselor consultant, who used a table
of random numbers to assign eligible students to experimental
and comparison groups.

Aside from the few students who transferred during the year,
experimental and comparison classes were maintained intact
throughout the year.

C. Diagnosis of mathematics problems. Any diagnosis of students'

difficulties in learning mathematics were carried out by each

teacher for his own students. No systematic diagnosis procedures

were followed by all project personnel.

Students' total scores from the Iowa Tests of Arithmetic and

Vocabulary and the LAMMP Diagnostic Test, which were administered

by the evaluation team in September, were made available to the

teachers. Teachers used the test information as they wished in

diagnosis of students' mathematics skills.

Although the project plans called for a counselor consultant

to assist teachers in the diagnosis of individual students' needs,

this assistance was not in fact available to the teachers until

February 1968. The first counselor employed left the project

before school opened in September 1967, and the position was not

filled again until the beginning of the second semester.
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ITT. Methods

A. Instructionzil mothoJs. The focus for each of the three

experilbental centers was described as follows. (L. A. City publi-

cation, April 12, 1967)

Operational Objectives of a:: Prograrmed Learning Center at
Edison Jr. High:

To select and use comideicially developed instructional
materials and programs, and to assess their values
To develop and use special instructional materials and
assess their value

Operational Objectives of the Closed-Circuit Television
Retrieval Center at Pacoima Jr. High:

To measure the changes in student and teacher behavior
which occur due to availability and use of a retrieval

system
To provide teachers and other school personnel an aware-
.ness of improvements of teaching, for introduction of
new methodology and technology
To identify specific skills and to train teachers to
utilize effectively information retrieval services
To provide a variety of supplementary instructional
materials to students and teachers
To produce appropriate lessons on video tape not avail-

able commercially
To provide teachers with the skills needed to design
appropriate individual study programs utilizing all

instructional resources

Operational Objectives of the Mathematics Laboratory at
Belvedere Jr. High:

To study the effects of a multi-media, multi-sensory
environment on the mathematical achievement of disadvan-
taged pupils
To develop learning materials which are suitable for
use with pupils in target areas

In general, the instructional program at each center was

oriented to the focus described, except at Pacoima. There it was

not possible to carry out this year a program based on a closed-

circuit television retrieval system because the necessary equip-

ment was not installed. The teachers at the Pacoima center



developed lessons to be used later in the television system. During

the second semester sonic of these lessons were tested with one

television camera and a videotape recorder.

Observations of classrooms by the evaluation team indicated

that experimental classrooms were characterized by:

flexible classroom organization for instruction;

use of a wide variety of instructional techniques and mate-

rials;

emphasis on developir;g students' understanding of basic

mathematical principles;

teacher efforts to develop positive concepts in students and

positive attitudes toward school.

One objective of the program was to develop new instructional

materials. Each teacher was originally assigned only two classes

per day in order to allow time for work on materials. (At mid-

year, however, the shift of one of the teachers from Pacoima to

central office staff made it necessary to increase the load of

two teachers there to 3 classes per day.) About half of the time

of the illustrators who were employed by the project was devoted

to helping teachers prepare materials.

A mathematics consultant was also assigned to the central

project staff to work with teachers in all three centers. Obser-

vations over the school year, however, indicated that, in fact,

the mathematics consultant spent at least half (often more) of

his time in administrative duties which did not assist teachers

in the preparation of instructional materials.



Although solve matciials were creatcd, it is impossIble to

evaluate their effectivenesf, at this time. Samples of the mate-

rials developed and used during each semester were not subillitted

to the evaluation team until near the end of each semester.

Therefore, it was not possible to carry out any kind of evaluation

of the effectiveness of these materials apart from the rest of the

instructional program. TwQ units of materials were field tested

by the project in a few other schools in the district during spring

semester, but complete results of these field tests are not yet

available.

B. Non-instructional activities. Three major types of non -

instructional activities were carried out in the project: 1) initial

training workshops for the project teachers; 2) inservice training

activities for project teachers throughout the year; 3) production

of public relations materials about the project.

1. Los Angeles City training workshop. When the project

teachers were first brought together in February, 1967, they

participated in a four-week workshop designed specifically as an

orientation to this project. The workshop program included:

a) lectures and discussions on teaching mathematics

b) demonstrations of teaching mathematics

c) lectures and discussions on working with dis-
advantaged youth

d) field trips to resource centers

e) lectures and practice sessions in developing
objectives for the program

f) discusssions with community groups

g) one-day teaching in experimental schools

h) sensitivity training
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Workshop on f011ii&iiVe eva3uatiop. During the SMI1CY

the evaluation staff di)ected a workshop for the LAMHP teachers,

in which Dr. Benjamin Bloom was brought in to discuss and demon-

strate his theory of forillative evaluation.

2. lnservice training. These activities throughout

the year included field trips to resource centers, observation and

discussion of demonstration lessons by visiting mathematics con-

sultants, and working with consultants on materials which the

..,
project teachers were developing. About a dozen outside consult-

ants in the teaching of mathematics were brought in for 1 to 5-day

periods during the year. About 15-20 district personnel also

proVided input at various times for project teachers.

Sensitivity training was also continued to some extent after

the initial workshop experience. During the year the trainers

worked with each center rather than with the whole project group

together.

3. Production of public relations materials. Approx-

imately one fifth to one-half the time of the illustrators who

were employed on the project was spent in preparing explanatory

brochures and charts about the project. Three brochures describ-

ing the program at each center were prepared for distribution in

the community. Other materials described the organization and

objectives of the total project. Visibility for the project was

also sought through some television coverage and various kinds

of publicity within the district. Perhaps the greatest effort

was made in bringing visitors to the centers. A very large number

of people from within the district and from outside --visited the

three centers this year.
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IV. Evaluation

A. Plan for evaluation

1. Measurement instruments used

a) Standardized

The Iowa Test of Basic SLills was used to collect

some data for evaluation. Two subtests, the Verbal

and the Arithmetic (sixth Grade Level) were

administered in September 1967 to students in

experimental and comparison classes. The Arithmetic

Subtest was given again in May, 1968.

b) Non-Standardized

Four types of non-standardized instrumencs were

administered as a part of the evaluation.

(1) The LAMP Diagnostic Test, a measure of

achievement in a variety of mathematical shills,

was constructed from items judged to be pertinent

to the instructional goals of the LAMP project.

The development of this instrument originated in

recognition on the part of the evaluation staff

that standardized achievement tests may be generally

insensitive to relatively short-term learning

experiences because their items are mainly irrelevant

to the particular instructional program under study.

Selection of the items was based on a two-

dimensional classification system, shown in Figure 1, which

organizes test items into classes of operational objectives

defined by the intersection of content and process dimcnsions.
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For example, one such intersection is "integers" (content)

and'Oussification" (process). An item from this cell is,

Which numela)

5 10

a. 11
b. 15
c. 19
d. 100

has been left out?

20 25 30

It was hoped that reference to this organization

of test content would result in an instrument useful for

comparing groups of students with respect to specific areas

of achievement in mathematics. The broad coverage of the

LAMP Diagnostic Test in terms of types of mathematical

skills contrasts with the typical standardized ahievement

test. To maximize the accuracy of statements about the

performance of individual students, the latter often con-

tain many items of the same type.

Two forms (Form A and Form B) of the LAMP Diagnostic

Test were constructed by randomly assigning members of item

pairs selected from the same content-process category. The

49 starred cells of the content-process matrix presented

in Figure 1 are represented by items on the LAMMP Diagnostic

Test. The two forms of the test were constructed so as to

reduce the amount of testing time and still provide for

replication of particular item types. Forms A and B were

randomly assigned to classes within experimental and

comparison groups.
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Jtew; of the LAMP Diarno!-,tic Test were organized

into thiee sectionc. The first, containing items 1-40,

is a varied set of itm types drawn from a re] atively

large number of cells of the matrix. The second section,

items 41-52 on both forms, contains computational prob-

lem in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and divi-

sion. These questions required students to produce the

answers rather than select them from seveial alternatives.

The first two sections were administered on a pretest-

posttest basis to al] subjects. The final section,

consisting of an additional fifteen items, contains

additiona] questions selected from the matrix after

examination of instructional materia]s which were devel-

oped after the pretesting. This lest section of the

test was of course administered only on a posttest basis.

(2) A number of measures of level of cognitive

development were administered to samples of exper-

imental and comparison students at each school.

These measures will be described only briefly in

the preliminary report, as their anplysis is pres-

ently underway. The individually administered

problem situations, derived mainly from the work of

Piaget and Bruner, provide measures of generalized

cognitive functions rather than indications of

level of school achievement as would be inferred

from the LAMP Diagnostic Test or the Iowa Test

of Basic Skills. As such, the cognitive measures
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reflect stages in intellectual growth as repre-

sented ip developmental theory rather than stages

of achievcment in school subject matter as reflected

in grade norms.

There were two purposes in administering the cognitive

tests. First, performance on such measures will make

it possible to describe the.LAMMP and comparison groups

with regard to a number of generalized cognitive skills

presumably applicable to a variety of instructional

content. Performance of LAMP students will be compared

with the approximate level of cognitive performance

which, under typical circumstances, would be anticipated

at the seventh grade level. Second, it may be possible

to discover interactions between cognitive variables and

the effects of instructi-on. Such information may help

determine whether or not students with certain patterns

of cognitive skills learn more or less than students

characterized by other patterns. We might expect, for

example, that students who have not developed generalized

formal reasoning skill, as defined by tne measures listed

below, will be poorly equipped to deal with abstract math-

ematical content. In general, the cognitive measures have

been administered in the hope of learning whether the

instructional programs under study arc appropriate for

the entire target population or only for sub-groups of

that population.
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The cognitive measures call be divided into four

types : Measures of the correspondence of ordinal and
0.11

cardinal nulaberL., are based WI the student's ability

to understand that only when each clement of a series

is combined with the prece(Lng ones can its position

be determined, and only theil position differentiates

the units , which in other respects are equivalent.

Measures of conservation indicate the extent to which

the student's grasp of the idea of quantity is in-

variant with respeci to observable physical transforma-

tions. The measure of formal reasoning has to do with

the ability to generate abstract rules or principles

that explain observed events. Such rules are not

simply the summary of experience, but rather represent

a formal understanding of the principles underlying a

set of events. For example, the law of specific gravity

is a generalized explanation of how it is that any

object will sink or float in a liquid. A probability

statement is a rule for predicting the frequency or

likelihood of specific events. Both of those types

of rules are arrived at through what Piaget has termed

formal reasoning. Finally, the measures of RTouying

reflect the levels at which people organize or categorize

objects and events.



Biicf descript3c,n::. of thc. used aYe given

Selivt:on a)10 cardirioA

L;)-1,)
(Ctcf0s) The student is pres,,nte0 with

ten carjs lettered fiou A-3, rcprec:Intivg units from one to iCA

respective:1y. The student is tiskcd ho.: v2ny units different cord 5-

represent, first while

arrancd.

Conservation

in order, then 11; ain after they re dis-

ConservPtion of area: The student is asked to compare the areas

of two fields of grass (shz;cts oi green papci), which are acutally

the same size. On one field houses ere placed close together in

rows. On the other field the houses are spread about over the

whole area.

Conservation of weight : The stu.lent is asked to compale the

weights of two equal balls of Lly, one of which is flattened an

the othci of which is left in the shap,:: of a ball.

Conservation of volurie: (Displacement of Volume) The student

observes ho:: far the water in a cup rises when e ball of clay is

dropped into it. Hc is then as ed to predict whether the water

will rise the same mount when the ball of clay is flattened

before it is dropped into the Cu!).
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.

C,..1.,iofi:.1 problu.,: FY.0 sT.lares of rilroad oa,0 in six

di!ic:rent culors the stu(lc:;t is asked to ki-11,c all the possible

colcy! combjilt-tions.

Ilo-ii!!0 hodics: The sitle-,:t is presented with varioos objects

1?

and asked whether or not they vill float. Hc is then instructed

to pui thoia in a bow] of watcr, after which he is asked to fonlu-

late a rule stating why th:iA)g!; float.

Grouping

Grouping: The student is presented with two different pictures

and is asked how thcy are alike. A third picture is added to the

previous two and he is again asked how all three are alike.

Classification: The student is given a sheet of paper which Con-
:

tains geometric figures of varying size and color. lie is asked

to group them according to their attributes.

(3) The Social Survey Instrument included items on:

students' school social history

attitudes toward school, self and world outlook

educational materials in the home

background characteristics of self, family

and langual;e behavior

educational aspirations of self and parents

(4) The purpose of this test is to assess children's

and adolescents' attitudes toward various fac-

ets of school life as well as to other



;.1:d coltrra Ihe test

11;',2 !..p-cificf..1iy so that th,..se

attuti,.. .1) be f-..s:r-;sed indirectly LW) non-

vc1b411;

The Attitude Toc-rd copists of 40 pictufes repre-

sentilig whi-L L,ic fawil'ar to children and adolescents.

The 40 pictures are divided f OUT se-!ies of 10 pictures each

to measure attitudes to-v:2-rd a. variety of activities and situation.

Specifically:

I. Altitudes toward school in general..
'Ibis series includes picture: of activities which occur
in school such as assembly, the librcry, a cafeteria
scene, etc.

2. Attitudes toard SociO Studies.
Pictures representing situations which occur in social
studies clases such as looking at a map, an historical
mural, etc,

Attitudes toward Maihi:ilatics-
In this ,,erics pictures axe included which represent
classroom situations in which mathematical activities
are presented, e.g., writig matlic=tical problems on
the board.

4. Attitudes toward General. intellectual Activities. Those
pictures depict activities uhich lake place outside the
school, e.g., going to a MUFeWill a concert, an athletic
event.

In each picture boys and girls arc depicted engaging in the

various activities desci-lbed above. The figures have purposely

been drawn only with gen-:!r1 the features ob.scured and

specific curE limited, to reduce the possibility of the students'

responding to irrcleva,)t aspects of the pictures.

The :indents are told that thy will look at a series of

piCtUYCS depicting girls and hoy engaging in different activities.



They are a IsLei.1 to in1 ic:1,. cii: :! sc-...e4, 1,4:!:111- scale (3) how the peo-

ple in the pictuc: fec and (2) I:ow they vxuld feel if thty were

in the situatioli deicied il) 1::)1 piCt1-1"0,

Prior to ;:dEibi,;tcring the test, students are instructed that

there are no right of vrollg answc.rs, and to respond the way they

really feel.

JD addition to the dta collected by the instrupientr. listed

above, informrtion ha 1oCCD obtained 4-10::1 two ()the? sources.

First, regular observotions of clasr,looin:z were ',lade by the eval-

uation team throughout the school year. Second, the evaluation

team has riaintained freqtlent contacts with teachers and central

office project personnel from the beginning of the project in

February 1967. Through interview l: and info-final discussions

information has been collected about tcochers' and supervisors'

perceptions of the program.

2. Pertinent dates

a) The instructioul prograk. began September 5, 1967

b) Evalua tion data were collected with the instru-

ments described above in a pretest period from

September 26 to Noveplber 30 and in a posttest

period fro April 23 to May 23. Collection of

information from interviews and informal contacts

with project pcn,onnel begnn in February 1967 and

has continued to date.



School

Belvedcrq

Edison

Pacoima

School

Belvedere

Edison

Pacoima

3. Coplw-risen

The proccOulef, Tor sol,.:ctio;, of coliTrif,:,n clz:f;Fcr,

Were described in section PI B abovc. CopTr.:rison
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classes L-it. Ouling the sar.it- class periods as experi-

m.rmtza claf;f:.cf;.

Characteristics of cw!iN-:rison clafscs are shc.A:n in

Tables ! throu611 8.

'fable S

Sex of Comparison Classes

Fall, 1967 Spring, 196S

% Girls o Boys e-0 Girls % Boys0

53 47 53 47

49 5] 45 55

5S 45 59 41

Table 6

Ethnic Croups Among Comparison Classes

% Caucasian o Negro % Mexican-American % Other

1 2 94 3

1 92 6 1

67 5 25 3



1L1,1:! 7

of cwipris,.;)

Fall 3967
-)

, 396S

Belvedc:re B7 Al TotL1
'I

E7 I 1)b Total

No. of Classes 3 J 4 3 1 4

No. of Students 55 26 81 49 24 73

Edison

No. of Classes 6 6 2 6 8

No. of StudeDLs 101 101 33 141 174

Pacoir,a

No. of Classes 3 1 4 3 1 4

No. of Students 86 33 119 110 35 145

No. of stu1ents, all schools

B7 A7 B8 Totl

Fall, 1967 242 59 301

Spring, 1968 33 300 59 392
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Tabic 8

Mean l.Q. by School for Colvarison Classes
on the Califonlia Test of Mc.111A. 1.1zAticity

(3 957 Shoit Foim) , Fifth Grade

Verbal Non-VcIba3 Total

School Mean Mean f;-an

Beliredere 91.0 89.0 90.2

Edison 93.1 86.8 90.1

Pacoima 101.5 99.4 300.5
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4. This report contains only the preliiflinary analysis

of data from tha loKa Test of 11asic Skills, the

LAmmp Dibv,hostic Test and the Social. Survey Instru-

ment. The final report will include further

analysis of data from those instruments, plus

analysjs of dat c_Top t: he measurement ofa coLnitive

development and aLtitudes toward school. The

final repoIt will also include some assessments

based on information obtained Iron discussions

with project peIsonnel.

For this report only summau statistics, i.e., mean

and correlations have been used. There is no attempt

at this point in the analysis to make statistical

inferences.



Sum...Liu ald cr Evaluation Data

1. Assinme?It. of sill:lents to experimental alid comparison

groups

The rescalch Oct,igu adopted in the ol4inal

proposv.1 reclircd the identification of a target

group of si-udents within each of the three' schools ,

followed by random assignment into experimental and

compariso:1 groups. This procedure was adopted in

order to provide assuralicc that systematic differ-

ences did not exist at the beginning of instruction

between experimental and comparison subjects. Dif-

ferences in achievement observed later on thus cannot

be attributed to differences that existed prior to

the beginning of the program.

An example of the type of problem caused by failure

to achieve random =assignment is provided by the fol-

lowing. Assume that in one school the comparison

subjects arc initially higher in mathematics achieve-

ment. For a given test item further assume that 70%

of the comparison subjects and 40% of the experimental

subjects answered correctly at the pretest. This

means that a gain of only 30% is possible for the

comparison group as compared to a possible 60%

for the experimental group. This kind of situation

makes it relatively easy for the experimental

group to look superior with respect to gain,

simply because initial performance was lower.



11;. such D C.;.,;;C t 310 PighL t=0.S WC]l ha l.° been saved by

not botheIinl; with J COMpVfISOD group, since contrasts

beti:en experimental and cumpa)ison subjectf, f;iso

meaninglc or ullintefpretable.

Wore experimental and comprIrion nroups in the

three schools approximately equivalent at the

beginning of the program?

Assignment of studeni:., to experimental or comparison

classes was conducted by staff members of the school

involved in the project. This is usually en unsatis-

factory procedure unless explicit rules are provided

and adhered to by the schools. Random behavior is

simply not in the nature of Man. That this principle

applies in the present case is evident from the data

in tables 9-12.

Table 9 presents means and percentiles on the verbal

subtest of the lowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) . While

no differences in verbal ability at pretest are evident

for the Belvedere students, the comparison students at

Edison rank 6 percentile points above the experimental

students. At Pacoima the difference is 12 percentile

points, again in favor of the comparison subjects.

Performance on the Arithmetic subtest of the ITBS,

summarized in Table. 10 shows the comparison subjects to

be above the experimental subjects in all three of the
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.............

TabJe 9

PRETEST PERFORMANCE BY
SCHOOL FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPARISON

SUBJECTS ON VERBAL SUBTEST OF IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS*

III/M.I.M..1......m..01.1...

Belvedere
Mean
%ile rank*

Edison
Mean
%ile rani.

Pacoima
Mean
vile rank

Total
Mean
vile rank

School Pretest

Experimental Comparison

17.05
23

14.66
17

19.83 24.68
31 43

17.57
26

17.43
23

16.67
23

20.0
31

*Percentile ranks refer to national ITBS norms for end
of sixth grade.



Table 10

PRE AND POSTFEST PERFORMANCE' BY
SCHOOL FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPARISON

SUBJECTS ON ARITI-NETIC SUBTEST OF IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS

27

........../........-......

School Pretest Posttest

Belvedere

Experimental Comparison Experimental Comparison

Mean 16.02 16.8 18.3 20.44
%ile rank 17 21 26 32

Edison
Mean 14.26 15.32 16.04 ].6.93
%ile rank 10 14 17 21

Pacoima
Mean 16.49 21.19 19.27 25.17
%ile rank 17 35 30 49

Total
Mean 15.8 18.1 17.99 20.89
%ile rank 17 26 26 35
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schools. The superiorily of the comparison subjects is

only 4 percentile points vt Beivedele and Edison, but

it is there. At Pacoimv the difference is very large

indeed.

Mean scores on the LAM 1P Diagnostic Test are provided

in lables 11 and 12. Table 11 is based on the first

forty items of the LAMAP Diagnostic Test while 'fable 12

includes the 12 additional items measuring computational

skills. Only in the case of Belvedere does it appear

that the two groups were at the same level of initial

mathematics achievement. Small but consistent differ-

ences favor comparison over experimental subjects at

Edison. As in the case of the ITBS, the LMIMP Diagnostic

Test at Pacoima reveals large differences in favor of

comparison subjects.,

Initial differences between experimental and comparison

groups also appear in the data from the Social Survey

Instrument. Some differences, small but consistent,

arc seen in all three schools. (Table 13)

Experimental students in all three schools showed

higher school mobility than comparison students. Educ-

cational aspirations of experimental students themselves

and their parents' aspirations for them were lower than

the same aspirations for comparison students. Other

differences show up when the schools are considered one



Table 11

PRE AND POSTTEST PERFORMNCE BY SCHOOL

FOR EXPERIMENTAL AN!) COAPARISON SUBJECTS

ON LAMAP DIAGNOSTIC TEST (ITEMS 1-40)*

e.?

School Pretest Posttest

Experimental Comparison Experimental Compari son

Fm A Fm B Fm A Fm B Fm A Fm B

Belvedere
mean 24.2

sigma 6.9 5.6
N 60 63

24.7 23.4
5.8 3.5
28 31

25.7 27.6
578 173
60 63

Edison
mean 21.9 21.2 24.7 21.7 25.3 26.4

sigma 4.1 4.8 47T 5.6 4.8 5.3

N

Pacoima
mean
-sigma
N

21

26.8
--47§
56

32

24.8
577
53

32

30.5
-4.4
41,

24 24 34

29.3 27.7 27.4

4r79 5.0 (.4
47 57 52

Fm A Fm B

31.3 25.9
3.8
27 32

26.5 28.9
5.2 3.9
33 18

31.6 32.4
4.5 -W76
41 47

*The data reported in Table 11 are based only on those

students who were in school for the entire 1967-1968 year.



Tablc 12

PRE AND POSTTEST PERFORKANCE BY SCHOOL
FOR EXPERMNTAL AND COMPARISON SUWECTS
ON LAIUP DIAGNOSTIC TEST (ITEMS 1-52)*

School Pretest
I

30

Posttest

I I I I I . ... "I ,.MM, I I I . . . . 41.11

Belvedere
mean 29.3 31.6 32.1 31.1 32.1 34.9
sigma ICI -677 -63- -11:3' -6:7 -67S-
N 60 63 28 31 60 63

Edison
mean 27.7 27.5 31.4 28.5 32.1 34.3
sigma WM 6.1 5.0 777 575 `--67-1
N 21 32 32 24 24 34

Pacoima
mean 33.1 32.2 38.0 37.6 34.5 35.4
sigma S6 6.2 5-.i 5.--g 5.5' -5.3
N 56 S3 41 47 57 52

Experimental Comparison
Fm A Fm B Fm A Fm B

a . / a twa . . . ,

Experimental Comparison
Fm A Fm B Fm A Fm B

39.6 33.9
-STK -S-3-
27 32

33.9 37.4
6.4 7; Ti
33 18

39.2 40.6
6.2 5.5
41 47

*The data reported in Table are based only on those students
who were in school for the entire 1967-1968 year.
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at a time. At. Edison the experimental students ex-

pressed less liking of school, less trust of people and

more feeling of powerlessness than colitparison students

(Table 14). (Jt is interesting to think of how these

characteristics might have been unconsciously taken into

account by the teachers who assigned students to experi-

mental and comparison classes.) At Pacoiin experimental

students had more Spanish-speaking friends than compari-

son students (67 experimental, 53% corparison). Even

at Belvedere the experimental students expressed less

trust of people than comparison.students.(50% experi-

.

mental, 65% comparison), and more experimental students

came from homes where Spanish.rather.than English was

spoken (64% experimental, 47% comparison). Like the

dhta from the mathematics tests, the results of the

Social Survey Instrument tend.to show -the comparison

students in a more favorable position than experimental

students as far as an academic stivation is concerned.

The implication of these data is that subjects were not

randomly assigned to experimental.and comparison conditions at

Edison and Pacoima. This renders invalid any inferences about

the effects of instructional variables based upon differences

between experimental and comparison subjects.



Table 13

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS EXPRESSING
AGREEMENT W1TH SELECTED ITEMS

ON SOCIAL SURVEY INSTRUMENT, PRETEST

32

Item
Belvedere

h3J5. CT1P.

Edison
ExT. Comp..

Pacoima
Exll. Comp.

Have attendee
3 or more schools 56 48 67 57 55 46

I would like to go
to college 63 75 76 90 62 74

Parents would
like me to go
to college 68 78 81 . 91 70 80

Table 14

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS AT EDISON
EXPRESSING AGREEMENT WITH SELECTED

ITEMS ON SOCIAL SURVEY INSTRUMENT, PRETEST

Item

Like schoOl

People can be trusted

There isn't much people
can do about the way
things are going to turn
out

Experimental

63

42

77

Comparison

80

55

61
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2. Neasurep.ent of Learriing in Mathlliatics

a) Teacher ratings of relevancy of LMIIIP Diagnostic

Test items

Insofar as possible itftis comprising forms A and

B of the LAMP Dingnostic Test were selected to

be representative of instructional goals of the

LAMMP project. However, the major proportion of

the items were selected during the summer of 1967

before it was possible to inspect LAMMP instruc-

tional materials, the bulk of which were developed

later on during the 3967-68 school year. Decisions

as to the content of the LAMMP Diagnostic Test

were therefore guided by information gleaned during

early planning meetings of the LAMMP teaching staff

and from those instructional materials developed

for the initial stages of the program. Since some

assumptions had to be made about test content, there

were grounds for concern about the test's relevancy

as a major evaluation instrument for the LAMMP

program.

This matter was investigated by having teachers of

both experimental and comparison classes evaluate

the relevance of each item of the LA MP

Test. Shortly before the end of the spring term

the teachers were asked to judge the relevancy of
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instruction in thc:jr clv:.;ses to LAMiQ) Diagnostic

Test iLe:::r during the preceding year. Specifically,

they were instxocted to,

"Make a juagygent on the extent to which
instruction in your mathcmiatic classes
this year would facilitate student's
ability to answer each item correctly."

The following 5-point rating scale was provided.

Instruction in my closes this year

Definitely Probably would Uncertain Probably
should not not should
facilitate facilitate facilitate
ability to
answer

Definitely
should

facilitate
ability to

answer

1 2 3 4 5

Thirteen teachers of experimental and 13 teachers

of comparison classes agreed to complete the judg-

ments. Mean ratings for each of the 52 items

administered in the pretest were computed separately

for experimental and comparison teachers within

each school. These and other related data were

analyzed for the purpose of answering three ques-

tions.

(1) Did the teachers view the test as relevant to

their instruction and were there differences

in the ratings of experimental and comparison

teachers?

Mean ratings averaged over the 52 items in

each form of the LAMP Diagnostic Pretest
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arc presented ih Table 1S. These ratings,

identified according to school and experinen-

tal vcrsus comparison teachers, show that

the test as a whole was judged to be relevant

to instructional goals as defined by the

teachers themselves. Only one of the means

(Pacoima, comparison subjects, form B) was

slightly below the midpoint of 3.0 on the

scale of judged relevancy. One might have

anticipated that the experimental teachers

would have seen the test as more relevant,

since their expressed instructional goals pro-

vided the basis for item selection. This

was certainly not the case. The ratings

summarized in Table 13 reveal no clear pat-

tern of differences between experimental and

comparison ratings. Indeed, the ratings of

comparison teachers at Belvedere are the

highest in the table.

(2) To what extent did experimental and compari-

son teachers agree on the relevancy of indi-

vidual items of the LAMP Diagnostic Test?

While overall ratings of item relevancy were

similar for the experimental and comparison

teachers, it may be that the two groups saw

different items as relevant. If there were
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Table 15

MEAN RATINGS OF RELEVANCY
OF LAMMP DIAGNOSTIC TEST ITEMS*

11.1,.
0.11.1

School Experimental
Fm A Fm B

Comparison
Fm A Fm B

Belvedere 3.71 3.81 4.28 4.23

(5) (5) (3) (3)

Edison 4.0 3.98 3.94 3.82
(4) (4) (8) (8)

Pacoima 3.61 3.36 3.59 2.95
(4) (4) (2) (2)

*The numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of teachers
contributing to each mean :rating.
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such differences on a number of items it may

be possible to id.'ntify subsets of items on

which the achievement of experimental and

comparison students might be .expected to dif-

fer. To answer this question mean ratings by

experimental and comparison teachers of the

52 items were intercorrelated within each

school for each test form. These correlations

are reported in Table 16. Only for Edison is

there a relatively high relationship between

the ratings of experimental and comparison

teachers. For the other two schools the re-

lationships, while always positive, are quite

low. One interpretation of this result is

the report of members of the evaluation team

that Edison appeared to be. the only school

where discussions about instructional goals

and procedures occurred between experimental

and comparison teachers. Although the LAMMP

Diagnostic Test appears to be based on appro-

priate overall content for both experimental

and comparison classes, evidently somewhat

different subsets of items were seen as rele-

vant by the two groups of teachers in two of

the three schools.

(3) As reflected in the ratings of.Diagnostic

Test items, to what extent were curriculum
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Table 36

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPARISON
TEACHER'S RATINGS OF LAMP DIAGNOSTIC TEST ITEMS*

- . -

Belvedere
1.0.

Edison Pacoitha

Form A .35 .62 .20

Form B .12 .64 .18
..........,..........1............................

*Correlations were computed over mean ratings on 52 test items.

Table 17

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PROPORTION
ANSWERING ITEMS OF LAMMP DIAGNOSTIC TEST
CORRECTLY AT PRETEST AND TEACHER'S RATINGS

OF RELEVANCY TO INSTRUCTION

School Experimental
Fm A Fm B

Comparison
Fm A Fm B

Belvedere

Edison

Pacoima

.25 .62

.44 .58

.53 .62

.14 .30

.27 .32

.10 .25
01.11011.10.



goals directed at: weaknesses in mathematical

skills exhibLted by students at the beginning

of the LAMP program?

Educators would doubtless agree that instruc-

tion ought to be aimed at gaps in achievement

rather than at what has already been mastered

by most students. Having noted that teachers

see the Diagnostic Test as generally reflect-

ing their own instructional goals, it is

legitimate and interesting to examine rela-

tionships between the proportion. of students

passing each item at pretest and the teacher

ratings of item relevancy made_at the end of

the year. Such relationships should give an

indication of the extent to which both experi-

mental and comparison curricula were directed

at needs of the students. It can be argued

that ideally the correlations reported in

Table 17 should be negative, indicating

that teachers place greater emphasis on those

skills in which students are initially weak.

Correlations of approximately zero magnitude

would indicate a lack of any relationship

between student skills at entry and the

instructional program, hardly.a desirable

situation. Positive correlations, as

appear in Table 17, are even less desirable.
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i P exp:srik,o)!tzli and co;varisc.n grotips

actually appear to have bee n dircciing inr,truc-

tioh at -tho!, aTeas in which students vole

initially more capable! Moreover, since in

every case tLe coefficient on the right side

of Table 37 is higher than the corresponeing

value at the left, there appears to have been

a greater tendency for experimental than for

comparison teachers to emphasize those skills

at which students verc initially, more able.

The results reported in Table 17 have signifi-

cant implications not only for the instruc-

tional progiam under study but for educational

practice in general, and great care must be

taken in their interpretation. If it is really

true that teachers in both experimental and

comparison programs were relatively unaware

of the particular pattern of entry skills

characterizing their students.and actually

placed greater emphasis on topics with which

students were already relatively more fa-

miliar, it would be unrealistic to anticipate

significant improvement in performance.

Most of the time would have been spent on

topics which students already. know. Why

might teachers do this? One explanation
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may be tha the task of teaching students like

those in thi. 1.A: ;,;1' Progri.n m) be Jendered

easiel by directing iPstructicn at areas of

achievent in which scthe competeocies al-

ready exinted.

The above interpretation, while com:istent

with the data of Table 17, is certainly dif-

ficult to accept in its unequivocal form.

One might wonder, for exazple, how any learn-

ing at all can go on in the schools if the

curricula were confined to what students al-

ready know? Of course, we arc not dealing

here with data taken from middle class, subur-

ban schools. The present students arc already

very far behind in mathcmatics achievement.

In the typical situation the deficit could

be expected to widen in the future. Thus it

may be that the frustrations encountered in

teaching educationally handicapped students

plus the need perceived by the teachers to

provide such students with success experiences

lead in the direction of making things easier

by placing greater emphasis on those areas of

content in which present capabilities of stu-

dents are mDst developed.

There is at least one rather different ex-

planation of the relationr.hips in Table 17.



Ve arc, after all, dcaling vith.ratings, with

what teadlers said was emphasized in instruc-

tion. Moreover, these ratins were collected

at the end of the yeai after the teachers had

ample opportunity to become familiar with

their students' strengths and weaknesses in

mathemaLics. Perhaps the ratings of relevancy

of items do not reflect what Alas done in the

classroom at all, but simply .teachers' per-

ceptions of student capabilities. This in-

terpretation does have the advantage of pro-

viding a possible basis for the correlations

being higher for the experimental teachers.

One might guess that at the end of the year

the teachers, now quite familiar with their

students' capacities, would unconsciously

"take credit" by rating those items on which

students would do relatively. better as more

relevant to their own instructional goals.

The experimental teachers, acutely aware of

the attention being paid to the achievement

of their students, might be more unconscious-

ly motivated to present such a picture, hence

the higher correlations on the left side of

Table 17.

It would be unwise on the .basis of the data

presently available to choose between the
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tho typcl, of explantiohs. As a general

issuc of ecy!sid-.rabe Significance for edo-

cational ref,e;frch, the relationship between

instructional goAs and student skills should

be investigated further. For the purpose of

the present report, the most probable con-

clusion is that both kinds of explanations

are valid. Teachrs from both experimental

and compayison classes were evidently in-

sufficiently aware of the specific patterns

of skills their students possessed at entry

to the ?th grade. Gross comparisons of

total achievement test scores with national

norms do not provide meaningful diagnostic

information.. Finally, the correlations arc

probably increased due to the very real mo-

tivation on the part of all teachers to

effect improvements in their students'

achievement.

Conclusions

1) The approach used in the development of

the LAMP Diagnostic Test appears to be a

useful one in the sense that both comparison

and experimental teachers see the content as

in general relevant to their instructional

goals. Moreover, there appear to be no

overall differeoces in the relevancy of the
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Diagno:;tie Test iteol, vs perceived by

corparson ver!-us expelinental teachers. In

this sense the test is seers as a fair one by

both groups

2) 1i spite of the similrrity of overall

relevancy ratings by experimental and com-

parison teachers, there is evidence that

some differentiation among curriculum goals

of the two groups might be made for subsets

of items. The nature of this differentiation

will be explored in the later repoit and may

provide guidelines as to the specific differ-

ences in the instructional outcomes of ex-

perimental and comparison classes, if such

exist.

3) Ther6 is no evidence that specific

strengths and weaknesses of the student

populations were taken into account in the

setting of instructional goals, both in the

case of the LAMP and comparison classes.

According to at least one interpretation of

ae data, there is in fact evidence to the

contrary. Teachers may have emphasized

students' strengths rather than weaknesses.

This tendency appears to be more character-

istic of the experimertal classes. While

the finding needs to be replicated in other
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resealch, it is of high relevance to the de-

sign of all kinds of instructionvl programs.

In the future dcxelopm,...nt of instructional

materials for LANMP, account _should be taken

of availbic diagnostic information as to

the entry skills of the students.

b) Comparisons between total scores on the LAM:4P

Diagnostic Test and on the Iowa Test of Basic

Skills

Comparisons between pre- and posttest scores on

the LAMMP Diagnostic Test arc presented for

Items 1-40 in Table 11 and for Items 3-52 in

Table 12. Tables 11 and 12 have also been pre-

sented graphically in Figures 2 5. Probably

the only clear -cut result pertaining to achievement

gains apparent from these data is that all groups

made some gains over the year on overall test

scores. There do not appear to be consistent

differences in achievement gains between experi-

mental and comparison groups. Because of the lack

of comparability of experimental and comparison

groups in two of the schools, such comparisons are

not particularly meaningful in any case. Similar

results arc apparent in the case of the Arithmetic

section of the ITI3S Test, as reported in Table 10.
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Despite current practice, it is our view that

comparisons based on total test scorcs are not

especially usefui, except in a very general

surilmalive sense. The content of the LAINIMf 1-11-

nostic Test, for example, is deliberately broad.

in scope so as to reflect as many as possible of

the goals of the three LAMMP curriculum development

teams. It is to be expected that gains in certain

areas of concentration may be mainly obscured in

a total test score by lack of gains in areas which

received little or no emphasis.

Because total scores are not especially informative,

we arc in the process of combining LAMP Diagnostic

Test items from the same content and/or process

dimension of the content-process matrix in an

attempt to prOduce relatively homogeneous sub-

scores, which will be more likely to reflect

particular emphases in instruction. In this

regard for example, we have some preliminary

evidence of increased skills in algebraic concepts

and operations for experimental classes in one of

the schools and for increased achievement in con-

cepts relating to set theory for comparison classes

in another school. The original intention has

been to use the teachers' ratings of item relevance

to identify subsets of items on which gains might
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be expected. The usefulness of this approach is

somewlia in doubt since, as indicated earlier,

teacher: tended to sec relevant those items on

which students were aheady performing at a rela-

tively higher level.

3. Measurement of students' a(titudes

A group of items on the Social Survey Instrument

gives some information about students' view of the

world and of themselves. Pre- and posttest scores

on these items show certain trends in all studentF.,

both experimental and comparison. All groups at the

end of the year express less liking of school, less

satisfaction with themselves, are less in agreement

with the statement that "children should obey all the

rules their parents make for them", and are more in

agreement with the statement, "The best way to set-

tle some arguments is by a good fight". There may

be some clues here about what tends to happen to

these student's in junior high school,

There do not appear to be any strong patterns of

differences between pre-post test scores for experi-

mental groups as contrasted with scores for comparison

groups. In the case of Edison, however, thee is some

indication of a change in the outlook of experimental

students. At the beginning of the year these students

expressed less trust in people and mote feeling of

powerlessness than the comparison students. At the

end of the year, agreement with the statement,
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"In general people can be trusted", had decreased for

both groups, but much less for the experimental group

(47% to 37% for experimental; 52% to 26% for compar-

ison). Pretest and posttest scores on the item,

"There isn't much people can do about the way things

are going to turn out in life", showed a decrease in

agreement for the experimental group (78% to 67%) and

an increase in agreement for the comparison group

(57% to 66%). Finally, agreement with the statement,

"There are times when I think that I am no good at

ell", dropped from 6911 to 41% for the experimental

students, while it reamined at the original level

for comparison students (64% to 60). Although

slight, the evidence does suggest that the experimental

group at Edison may be shifting toward a more favor-

able self-concept.

4. Combining and contrasting data from different schools

Analysis based upon combined data from diffeAnt

schools are probably acceptable where the purpose is

to provide gross summary information. In contrast,

where the purpose is to make inferences about the

effects of instructional conditions (e.g., all LAMP

students versus all comparison students), such combin-

ations are suspect from several points of view..

For one thing, the nature of the ultimate reference

population is undefined. Student bodies in the three

schools differ sharply in ethnic character. While

ry
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all three schools are below overage in verbal and

mathematical achievement on the Iowa Test of Basic

Skills, data reported in Tables 9 and 10 for Verbal

and Arithmetic subtests do reveal differences among

the three institutions. With respect to the ITBS

Verbal score, for example, experimental students

score at the 17th, 23rd and 31st percentiles for

Edison, Belvedere, and Pacoima, respectively. In

the case of the ITBS Arithmetic subtest the experi-

mental students at the 3 schools fell at the 17th

percentile for Belvedere and Pacoima, but at the 10th

percentile for Edison. Differences were also apparent

for number of items correct at pretest on the LAMP

Diagnostic Test (Tables 11, 12).

Similar conclusions would doubtless be reached from

an examination'of the cultural and demographic vari-

ables. For example, on the Social Survey Instrument

of those students aware of their father's educational

history, 48% at Belvedere, 26% at Edison, and 36% at

Pacoima reported that their fathers had less than a

high school education. (The relative ranking of the

schools might change if all the students knew the

number of years of education received by their

fathers).

-Since the student bodies af the three schools differ

in so many ways, it is likewise not appropriate to
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make distinctions between schools as to the. relative

effectiveness of LAMMP instructional programs. For

example, measures of student achievement cannot

provide a basis for concluding that the LAMP program

at Belvedere, emphasizing a "mathematics laboratory

approach", is superior or inferior to the media-

based pr6gram at Pacoima. If the differential

effectiveness of the three LAMP instructional pro-

grams had been of interest, a quite different and far

more complex experimental design should have been

adopted. In any case, comparative questions of this

sort are usually of minor importance and rarely jus-

tify the trouble that must be taken in answering

them. The most generalized objective of the LAMMP

program presumably is to produce effective in-

structional materials in all three of the Centers.

If it is at some point necessary to choose one

approach over the others, comparative levels of

student achievement will probably not turn out to

be a decisive factor. Such a decision is more likely

to be based on considerations like cost of materials

and equipment, training requirements for staff, and

similar matters.
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V. Recommendations

The following points should be taken into .account, either

with respect to the future operation .of the LAMM2 1,1-(4trJA or

with reference to the evaluation procedures by which its out-

comes are to be monitored.

A. In .order to insure random assignment ..of students to

experimental and comparison:groups,.it.is recommended

that assignment to, classes far .the 19684,9 school year

be done under the-%upervision.of.appropriate technical

personnel from the Los Angeles City Schools or from

the LAMP evaluation team.

'B. It is .of course hoped that the .evaluation report for

the first year will provide some useful.suggestions for

future development of the program,.but.in_the main, the

role of the evaluation' team during this first year was

perceived as that of providing evaluative.datawith

respect to relatively long term outcomes.rather than

facilitating the day to day processes by which desirable

outcomes are achieved.

This approach is described as "summative.in the litera-

ture of evaluation. In its more.negative aspects this

sort of evaluation can be likened to.the_role of St.

Peter at the Golden Gates, judging the.product but not

participating in its shaping. A very different approach

has been termed "formative" evaluation.. In its extreme

form, formative evaluation.is concerned solely with
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developing the best possible product, in the hope that

the product vill meet whatever summative.standards are

later imposed. In this sense the formative evaluator

is more like the parish priest mho.does his best to

guide the member of his congregation. along the path of

righteousness, but who, whatever the quality of the

finished product, acts as the advocate at the critical

moment.

Some of the experiences gained.during the initial year

of the LAMP project have led members of the evaluation

team to feel it would be desirable.in the future to

engage, at least to some extent, in amore formative

role, vis a vis the LAMMP program. Although we would

see the evaluation effort next year as.having both

summative and formative aspects, we do.sense that the

interests of LAMMP and the Center for the Study of

Evaluation of Instructional Programs.would be benefited

by a closer connection between'the evaluation and the

process of developing the LAMMP instructional program.

This need is especially apparent in the seeming lack of

mesh.between student skills at entry and specific in-

structional goals, as indicated by the teachers'

ratings of LAMMP Diagnostic Test items.. Had diagnostic

information been communicated to the teachers in the

initial phases of the program, there might have been an

earlier re-assessment of instructional objectives.
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We therefore propose that for the next year a procedure

be vorked out for providing teachers with feedback as

to student accomplishment. One way of doing this would

be to have the teachers themselves .examine the revised

content-process matrix, which was used to construct the

LAMMP Diagnostic Test, and select those areas in which

they hope to effect improvements in student achievement.

This.process should be guides by what we have learned

this year about the entry skills of LAMMP.students. The

evaluation team would then develop appropriate tests for

administration at two or three points .during the year,

in an effort/to help LAMP teachers monitor the progress

of their students in the'light of their own instructional

objectives. This kind of activity on the .part of the

evaluation team need not interfere with the requirements

of the more summative type of evaluation.

An even more direct approach to formative evaluation

would involve working with LAMMP teachers in developing

tests for assessing student progress with.respect to

units of instruction extending over relatively brief

periods of time.

There are some strong arguments in favor.of this approach.

First, the more frequent testing would:increase the

teachers' opportunities to discover and provide for in-

dividual needs. The workshop sessions with Dr. Benjamin

Bloom last summer represented an attempt to orient
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teachers to this kind of procedure. Second, in order

to assess the effectiveness of.teacher-:made.materials

at successive stages in their development, it will be

necessary for teachers to gather systematic evaluative

data as they try out and modify the materials. Since

it is impractical for the evaluation staff to try to

prepare all the tests which would be needed, we suggest

that the evaluation staff serve in a consultant capacity

to the teachers in a joint effort at formative evalua-

tion.

C. Although this report has not presented .systematically

the data available from informal observations of the

.course of this project, two recommendations seem ob-

vious from even a cursory consideration of the context

within which the instructional program is proceeding.

1. It is recommended that the time of the resource

personnel (e.g., counselor, mathematics consultant,

.illustrators) be distributed so.that most of it is

devoted to actual work with teachers in the three

.centers. It is also recommended.that.any vacancy

which occurs among resource personnel be filled

rapidly so that teachers will.not be left for long

periods without the assistance they need in order

to accomplish the objectives of the .program.

2. .Conditions necessary for attaining the dual objec-

tives of instruction and the creation of new materi-

als by the project teachers should probably be
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re-examined. The notion of teachers .creating and

trying out nett instructional materials in close

conjunction with teaching classes is an interesting

idea to explore. To be successful, however, it

may require a more flexible organization than that

used this year. A systematic effort may have to

be made to discover various balances between

teaching and working on materials which would be

favorable to the accomplishment.of both objectives.

For example, teachers 3n each .center might rotate

assignments to periods of concentration on de-

veloping materials and periods of testing materials

in teaching; teaching assistants .might be employed

in a variety of ways; or different .patterns of

organization might be tried in different centers.

In any event, consideration should be given to the

kinds of difficulties which were apparent this

year in teachers' efforts to accomplish both ob-

jectives. First, as noted above,,the special

resources which have been built into the project

to help in the development of materials need to

be available to teachers on a more frequent and

reliable basis. Second, the cost in teacher time

which is required by publicity efforts, especially

large numbers of visitors, and by frequent in-

service training activities should be weighed



against the amount of teacher time required to accomplish

both objectives of the program.

if the formative evaluation approach, which has been

recommended, is adopted; 51 will also.be important to

provide teachers with enough time to work with the

evaluatic41 team and on their own in the preparation of

testing materials. This additional demand on time

could bring large benefits in the better monitoring of

pupil progress and the adequate assessment of newly

created instructional materials.


